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DURING THE JOURNEY OF PRINCE WŁADYSŁAW VASA 1624-1625 

ABSTRACT 

Despite numerous publications regarding the journey of Prince Władysław Vasa to Western Europe 
(Bohemia, Austria, Germany, Netherlands, Italy) in 1624-1625, the topie still awaits its fully elaborated 
monography. One of the issues requiring in-depth reflection is the broadly understood diplomatic 
dimension of young Vasa's peregrination. The prince, travelling incognito, was officially a member of 
Albrycht S. Radziwiłł's diplomatic entourage. This arrangement caused many problems concerning 
diplomatic and ceremoniał procedures in the ambassador-prince-host court triangle. This article aims 
to present relations in said arrangement, especially those related to preponderance during entries, 
stay and ceremonies taking place at the courts visited by the embassy. The analysis will be conducted 
primarily from the perspective of the role and functions of the ambassador. Therefore, its important 
component will also be the description of the political dimension of the journey, which will show 
Albrecht S. Radziwiłł's activities in this area, including relations and meetings with the rulers visited, 
as well as the political elite and ambassadors present at a given court. 

KEYWORDS: Diplomatic ceremoniał; Embassy; Stanisław Albrycht Radziwiłł; Władysław Vasa; Polish

Lithuanian Commonwealth. 

In the years 1624-1625, Prince' Władysław Vasa made his grand tour of Western Europe. Officially, the 
tour's main purpose was to fulfil a vow he had made during his illness at the siege of Chocim (Kotyn). 
He vowed then that if he survived, he would go to Loreto and make a votive offering in the form of 
a golden statue of his patron saint2

• Historians usually perceive this journey as an educational one3

or pay special attention to its aspects related to Vasa's arts patronage4• The only person taking part in
this trip (apart from the prince) in whom researchers were interested was the Grand Chancellor of
Lithuania Albrycht Stanisław Radziwiłł. This interest, however, focused primarily on his leadership of
the voyage, disregarding another function assigned to him by the king - of a diplomat with a specific
mission to accomplish.
The only exception is a passage on the voyage of Prince Władysław, which Radosław Lolo included

The term "Prince" is used in the main text to refer to W ładysław Vasa. In the quotations, however, it appears as a term 
for Stanisław Albrycht Radziwiłł because he bore the title of Prince of the Holy Roman Empire and was so titled by Jan 
Hagenaw and Stefan Pac in their accounts of the journey. In these cases, Radziwiłł's name was added in square brackets. 

2 Adam Przyboś, Podróż królewicza Władysława Wazy do krajów Europy Zachodniej w latach 1624-1625 w świetle ówczesnych 

relacji (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1977), 14. 

3 W ładysław Czapliński, Władysław IV i jego czasy (Kraków: Universitas, 2008), 60-6; Zdzisław Pietrzyk, "Przyczynek 
do podróży królewicza W ładysława Zygmunta Waza po Europie Zachodniej", Studia Historyczne. Kwartalnik 162, n. 3 
(1998): 341-48; Henryk Wisner, Władysław IV Waza (Wrocław: Zakład Narodowy im. Ossolińskich, 2009), 4 2 -7; Stefania 
Ochmann-Staniszewska, Dynastia Wazów w Polsce (Warszawa: PWN, 2006), 246-48. 

4 Karolina Targosz-Kretowa, Teatr dworski Władysława IV (1635-1648) (Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie 1965), 36; Jacek 
Żukowski, "Listy Władysława Waza i inne nieznane źródeł do jego europejskiej peregrynacji z archiwami szwedzkich i 
niemieckich", Kronika Zamkowa. Seria Nowa, 68/2 (2015): 61-85; Ryszard Szmydki, Artystyczno-dyplomatyczne kontakty 

Zygmunta III Wazy z Niderlandami Południowymi (Lublin: Wydawnictwo KUL, 2008), 104-10; Id., Kontakty artystyczne 

królewicza Władysława Zygmunta Waza z Antwerpiq. Misja Mathieu Roualta do Polski w 1626 r. (Warszawa: Zamek 
Królewski, 2002). 
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